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Why Spintronics is interesting?

Spintronics: spin transport electronics or spin based electronics
S. A. Wolf, et al. Science 294, 1488 (2001)

Pesin and MacDonald in Nature Materials (11, 409 (2012)) say:

The central goals of spintronics are to understand mechanisms by which it is
possible to achieve efficient electrical control of spin currents and spin
configurations, and to discover materials in which these mechanisms are
prominently exhibited.
Because of the obvious relationship to magnetic information storage
technologies, the possibility of applications is always in the background of
spintronics research topics, and sometimes jumps to the foreground to
spectacular effect.
Nevertheless, the problems that arise in this field are often intriguing from a
fundamental point of view, and many topics are pursued for their intrinsic
interest.
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Classical Spintronics: Discovery of GMR in magnetic multilayers

Schematics of the GMR effect:
in the parallel configuration, the
majority spins can travel easily
through all the layers and the
short circuit through their
channel yields a low resistance.
For antiparallel configuration,
neither channel travels easily.

First observation of giant magnetoresistance
in magnetic multilayers Fe/Cr(001) made
with molecular beam epitaxy (Baibich et al.
PRL 61, 2472 (1988)).
Without the magnetic field, Brillouin
scattering reveals the antiferromagnetic
exchange interaction among the magnetic
layers (Grünberg et al. PRL 57, 2442
(1986)).

Nobel Prize 2007: Albert Fert and Peter
Grünberg for the discovery of Giant
Magnetoresistance

EPS’s Hewlett- Packard Europhysics Prize
1997: Stuart Parkin for his pioneering work
in GMR technology for hard disks
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Take-home messages

1 Spin-charge conversion mechanisms in transport phenomena are studied in
a large variety of systems ranging from semiconductors, metals and
insulators. Optical and spin pumping techniques are used together with
the standard electric-field induced excitation of carriers.

2 The general features of these phenomena can be understood by appealing
to symmetry arguments analyzing in particular time reversal and parity.

3 The microscopic mechanism responsible for spin-charge conversion is the
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and we talk today of Spin-orbitronics. SOC in
solid state systems manifests in a number of ways. Its description in the
two-dimensional electron gas can be formulated in an elegant way as an
effective SU(2) gauge theory.
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Outline

1 The spin Hall (SHE) and spin galvanic effects (SGE): definitions and
selected experiments

2 General considerations about SOC in solids

3 The Rashba model and its SU(2) gauge theory formulation

4 Extrinsic SOC: Skew scattering, side jump, spin current swapping
mechanisms

5 Elliott-Yafet spin relaxation and solution of a paradox

6 Conclusions

For a recent pedagogical exposition see also Raimondi et al. arxiv:1611.07210
(based on Lectures given at The Twelfth International School on Theoretical
Physics Symmetry and Structural Properties of Condensed Matter, Poland,
Rzeszów, September, 5-10th 2016.)
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Spin-charge conversion phenomena
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SHE
ISGE

Spin Hall Effect

SHE : Jz
y = σSHCEx

ISHE : Jx = −σSHCE z
y

Spin Galvanic Effect

ISGE : Sy = σSGCEx

SGE : Jx = σSGC∂tB
y
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SHE: history sketch and general arguments (Dyakonov and Perel 1971)

Dyakonov PRL 99, 126601 (2007)

Charge current: odd under T and P
Spin current: odd under P, even under T
For P-invariant systems Onsager relations imply one parameter γ proportional to
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) (Mott skew scattering)

ji = σEi − σaEai − 4 εija γ jja

jia = −
σ

4e2
Eai + σaEi + εiak γ jk ,

Further and more recents suggestions

Hirsch 1999

Zhang 2000

Murakami, Nagaosa, Zhang 2003

Sinova et al. 2004

Review: Vignale 2010

Sinova et al. 2016
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SGE: history sketch and general arguments
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Ganichev et al. arxiv:1606.02043

In non-centrosymmetric gyrotropic (polar and axial
vectors behave similarly) crystals, spin polarization by
electrical current, inverse spin-galvanic effect, occurs
because of restricted symmetry conditions

Ja = QabS
y

For Quantum Wells under the C2v symmetry, the only
non vanishing element of the pseudotensor is Qxy

Qxy ∼ SOC

Key papers

Ivchenko and Pikus 1978

Levitov, Nazarov and Éliashberg, 1985

Edelstein 1990

Aronov and Lyanda-Geller 1989,

Ganichev et al. 2002

Review: Ganichev, Trushin, Schliemann 2016

Review: Ando and Shiraishi 2017

Review: Soumyanarayanan, Reyren, Fert and Panagopoulos 2017
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SHE: Kato et al. Science 306, 1910 (2004)

Kerr spectroscopy in GaAs thin film

Spin accumulation at edges σSHC ∼ 1Ω−1m−1
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ISHE: Valenzuela and Tinkham, Nature 442, 176 (2006)

Metallic system: Ferromagnetic permalloy in contact with aluminum

Spin current injected by ferromagnetic contact yield Hall voltage
σSHC ∼ 104Ω−1m−1
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SGE: Rojas-Sánchez et al. Nature Comm. 4, 2944 (2013)

Metallic system: NiFe/Ag/Bi
Precessing magnetization in the ferromagnetic layer pumps spin current in the
metallic bilayer Ag/Bi

C lassical spintronics1 is based on the generation of spin-
polarized currents by using the exchange interaction
between conduction electrons and local spins in magnetic

conductors. Alternatively, as it has progressively been understood
in the last decade, spin-polarized currents can also be generated
(or detected) in nonmagnetic materials by the spin-orbit
interactions, mainly through the Spin Hall and Rashba effects2.
The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) can also be used to obtain novel
types of magnetic configurations—skyrmions for example—or to
induce the interesting surface or edge electronic properties of the
topological insulators2. Nowadays, the studies of all these spin-
orbit effects form a fast developing broad field of research that
can be called spin-orbitronics.

The Spin Hall Effect (SHE), theoretically predicted long time
ago3, has been experimentally investigated very actively in the last
decade, first by magneto-optical measurements4 and then in
transport experiments5. The SHE can be used to convert a
charge current flowing in a nonmagnetic conductor into spin
accumulations on the edges of the conductor, and consequently
into a transverse spin current. When the SHE is large, in heavy
metals or alloys having a large SOC, the spin current induced by
SHE can be used to switch efficiently the magnetization of a
nanomagnet or to move a magnetic domain wall6–8.

The Rashba effect9 comes from the influence of the SOC on the
two-dimensional (2D) electron gas (2DEG) that exists at surfaces,
interfaces or in semiconductor quantum wells. The interaction
between the spin Pauli matrices vector s and the momentum k
can be expressed by the following Hamiltonian:

HR ¼ aRðk#ẑÞ:s ð1Þ

where aR is the Rashba coefficient, and ẑ the unit vector
perpendicular to the interface (here we focus on interfacial
2DEGs). This interaction leads to dispersion curves and Fermi
contours of the type shown in Fig. 1a,b. Such dispersion curves
and Fermi contours have been characterized by spectroscopic
measurements for many surfaces and interfaces, and large
Rashba couplings are generally found with heavy elements of
strong SOC such as Bi, Pb, W and so on. The largest Rashba
coefficient has been found for an Ag(111) film covered by a
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BiAg(111)surface alloy, but very large values have also
been found at the interface of Bi with many nonmagnetic
materials10,11, not only Ag but also Cu, Si,y (with magnetic
materials, however, the competition between exchange
interaction and SOC distorts or suppresses the Rashba effect).
At the surface or interface of Bi the largest effects are obtained for
the (111) orientation in the rhombohedral indexing10,11.

Edelstein12 has been the first to show that a charge current
carried by a Rashba 2DEG is automatically associated to a
nonzero spin density (spin accumulation). Although additional
effects13 are expected in the presence of impurity scattering, our
focus here is on this association between charge current and
nonzero spin density, what we call the Rashba–Edelstein
Effect (REE). At the interface with a magnetic layer, the non-
zero spin density can lead to a torque acting on the magnetization
of the magnetic layer and, as the SHE, this mechanism has also
been proposed to explain experiments of current-induced
magnetization switching or domain wall motion14,15.

The objective of our work is to use transport measurements to
demonstrate the association between charge current and nonzero
spin density in an interfacial Rashba 2DEG. We inject a spin
current into a Ag/Bi bilayer by spin pumping from a NiFe layer at
its ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)16,17 and we identify the
characteristic signature of an Inverse REE (IREE), that is, the
generation of a charge current carried by the interfacial states in
response to the nonzero spin density induced by the spin
injection. This effect for 2D interfacial states is the equivalent of
the inverse SHE (ISHE) in bulk materials. Our results represent,
at our knowledge, the first observation of the IREE. We present
an analysis of our results that introduce an IREE length
characterizing the conversion between the injected spin current
into a 2D charge current. The efficient conversion from spin-to-
charge current found at the Ag/Bi interface shows that the REE
could be a major tool for the generation and detection of spin
currents or magnetization control.

Results
Experiments. Our spin pumping experiments have been per-
formed on devices of the type represented on Fig. 1b. Four kinds
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Figure 1 | Electronic structure of interface Rashba states and principle of experiments. (a) Typical spin-split dispersion curves of a Rashba 2DEG for
aR40 (adapted from Nechaev et al.28) and (b) typical Fermi contours. An electron flow (that is, a shift of the Fermi contours in the direction of the flow)
automatically induces a nonzero spin density (REE). Inversely, a nonzero spin density generated by spin injection induces an electron flow (IREE).
(c) Scheme of the NiFe/Ag/Bi samples under resonance. The radio frequency (RF) field is along y, and the DC field along x. JS is the vertical DC spin current
injected into the Ag/Bi interface states (back flow included), and converted into a horizontal DC charge current IC by the IREE. In an open
circuit situation IC is balanced by the current associated to the DC voltage V.
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of multilayers have been deposited on Si by evaporation (see y
Methods): NiFe, NiFe/Ag, NiFe/Bi and NiFe/Ag/Bi. The texture
of the Bi layer is (111) in the rhombohedral notation (see
structural characterization in Methods). We did not want to
reproduce the complex structure of the
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BiAg(111) sur-
face alloy for which the strongest Rashba coupling has been
found10 but simply exploit the relatively large Rashba coupling
existing at the interface between Bi(111) and many materials (as
at the surface of Bi(111))10,11. The thicknesses of the Bi and NiFe
layers are 8 and 15 nm, respectively, whereas the thickness of Ag
varies from sample to sample (tAg¼ 0, 5, 10 and 20 nm). At the
FMR, a vertical direct current (DC) spin current JS (opposite
flows of spin up and spin down currents) is injected into the
nonmagnetic layers16,17 with the spin polarization axis along x in
the situation of Fig. 1c. The IREE of the Ag/Bi interface can then
convert this spin current into a DC charge current along y, or, in
the situation of an open circuit, give rise to a DC voltage V
(Fig. 1c). The charge current IC corresponding to the amplitude V
can be written as

IC ¼
aV
RSl

ð2Þ

where a and l are the width and length of the sample, while RS is
the sheet resistance of the sample, measured independently using
a four probe configuration.

In Fig. 2, we show typical results for (top) the derivative of the
ferromagnetic absorption (ferromagnetic spectrum) and (bottom)
the corresponding field dependence of IC at the FMR for,
respectively, (a) a sample with only an Ag layer below NiFe, (b) a
sample with only Bi below NiFe and (c) a sample with a Bi/Ag
layer below NiFe. Similar measurements were obtained on four
series of samples of different widths and lengths. The variations of
RS and IC in our four series of samples are presented in Fig. 3a–c.

From the results shown in Figs 2 and 3b,c, it first turns out that
the largest values of IC are obtained for samples with both Ag and
Bi, that is, only when there is an Ag/Bi interface. IC is indeed
negligible with only an Ag layer, which means that the
contribution from the ISHE in Ag can be neglected, in agreement
with the very small SH angle (o0.01, Niimi Y., Otani Y. and
Fert A., personal communication) in Ag. Also, in NiFe/Bi samples
(samples tAg¼ 0 in Fig. 3b,c), despite injected spin current

densities jS similar to those obtained in NiFe/Ag/Bi (see Table 1
and Methods), IC is definitely smaller, which also highlights that
having Bi/Ag interfaces is essential to obtain large IC (previous
results18 of spin pumping from NiFe directly into Bi layers
correspond, after normalization, to IC values similar to ours in
samples with only Bi). These observations lead us to the
conclusion that the large spin signal that appears in the NiFe/
Ag/Bi samples cannot be explained by the ISHE of Ag or Bi, and
is due to the IREE introduced by the existence of Ag/Bi interfaces.
The definitely smaller value with Bi in direct contact with NiFe
probably reflects the smaller Rashba effect due to competition
between exchange and SOC at an interface of Bi with a magnetic
layer. Note, we can also rule out the signal that could be generated
by SHE in a thin layer of AgBi alloy because it has been found
that the SHE of AgBi is negative and would give a contribution
with the wrong sign (Niimi Y., Otani Y. and Fert A., personal
communication).

A second interesting point is that IC in the NiFe/Ag/Bi samples,
as well as the vertical spin current density jS (see Methods for the
jS evolution), does not decrease for increasing Ag thickness. It
shows that the Ag layer acts as a quasi-perfect spin transmitter,
which is not surprising since the spin diffusion length in Ag is
expected to be much larger (300 nm at room temperature19) than
the Ag thicknesses. Also, we can expect a negligible spin
absorption in the Bi layer (except in its interfacial states) owing
to the conjunction of a large resistivity (E103 mO cm% 1) and a
relatively long spin diffusion length (50 nm according to Hou18).
These negligible absorptions in both Ag and Bi (except in their
interfacial states) allow us to work in a simpler picture, in which
the spin current jS transmitted from NiFe to the Ag/Bi interfacial
states can be expressed by a unique effective spin mixing
conductance Geff

"# (eff to mean that Geff
"# takes into account the back

flow and expresses the global spin transmission). We present in
Methods the standard calculation of Geff

"# from the linewidth
change of the FMR spectra for our different samples (including
an analysis of the frequency dependence to discriminate between
additional damping and additional inhomogeneities). The next
step is the calculation of the vertical spin current density jS
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Figure 2 | Spin pumping results. FMR spectrum (top) and corresponding
field dependence of the current IC derived from the DC voltage V (bottom)
for NiFe(15)/Ag(10) (a), NiFe(15)/ Bi(8) (b) and NiFe(15)/Ag(5)/Bi(8)
(c) samples. Red lines are Lorentzian fits. The narrow FMR line and
negligible DC signal with only Ag in (a) corresponds to negligible spin

absorption (Geff
"#B0) and ISHE when the Ag thickness is much smaller than

the spin diffusion length (see Supplementary Methods). For the samples in

(b,c) the Geff
"# values derived from FMR and the raw data of DC voltage

curves are shown in Methods.
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Figure 3 | Experimental data: (a) Ag thickness dependence of the sheet
resistance RS of NiFe/Ag(t)/Bi samples, and a linear fit yielding
rAg¼8.3mO cm% 1, (b) Ag thickness dependence of the charge current, for
one of the NiFe/Ag(t)/Bi sample series (the length l and width a of the
samples are, respectively, 2.4 mm and 0.4 mm, the current is normalized for
hrf ¼ 1 G), (c) as in (b) but for all the series (l¼ 1, 1.5, 2.4 and 3 mm) and
(d) for all the series, variation of the ratio lIREE of the horizontal charge
current density, jC¼ IC/a (derived from the DC voltage by Equation 2), to
the vertical spin current density jS injected by spin pumping. As jC is in
A m% 1 and jS in A m% 2, lIREE is a length expressed in nm on the figure.
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NiFe(15)/Ag(10) (a), NiFe(15)/ Bi(8) (b) and NiFe(15)/Ag(5)/Bi(8) (c)
Importance of Ag/Bi interface
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ISGE: Norman et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 056601 (2014)

Semiconducting epilayer of InGaAs

HSO ¼ ðαky þ βkxÞσx − ðαkx þ βkyÞσy; (1)

where α represents the strength of the SIA-like field and β
represents the strength of the BIA-like field. It is observed
that β > 0 due to the known sign of the biaxial strain
coefficient. On the other hand, the uniaxial strain compo-
nent is inhomogeneous, and the sign of α changes across
the different samples studied from the wafer. We exploit
this inhomogeneity to obtain samples from the same wafer
that have different ratios of α=β. Figure 1(c) displays the
total SO field for α=β ¼ 2. The extremum SO fields occur
for k along [110] and ½11̄0&. The four-contact pattern allows
for continuous tuning between these extremes.
The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1(b). An

external electromagnet provides an applied magnetic field.
Samples are mounted in a liquid helium flow cryostat on a
rotation stage that allows for orientation of the magnetic
field to an angle θ with respect to the [100] crystal axis (x̂).
The voltages applied to the four contacts determine the
magnitude and orientation (ϕ) of the electric field. In this
way, current-induced spin polarization and the spin-orbit
fields can be measured while the external electric and
magnetic field directions are independently varied along
any direction in the (001) plane.
Measurements of the spin-orbit field are conducted by

using a pump-probe procedure [17]. A mode-locked Ti:

sapphire laser tuned to the band edge (λ ¼ 845 nm) is
split into pump and probe pulses. The circularly polarized
pump excites spin-polarized carriers into the conduction
band according to the optical selection rules [20]. A two-
axis steering mirror in the pump path allows for spatial
positioning of the pump-induced spin packet. A time-
delayed (Δt ¼ 13 ns) and spatially separated linearly
polarized probe pulse undergoes optical Kerr rotation
(KR) [Fig. 1(a)], the angle of which is proportional to
the ẑ component of the spin polarization [21] which will be
presented throughout in units of μrad. We estimate that
a Kerr rotation angle of 1 μ rad corresponds to a
degree of polarization of ∼1 × 10−4 [6]. The KR of the
probe pulse is described by

θK ¼ θop cos
!
gμBΔt
ℏ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðBext þ B∥Þ2 þ B2

⊥
q #

; (2)

where μB is the Bohr magneton, ℏ is the reduced Planck’s
constant, g is the electron g factor, θop is the KR amplitude,
and B⊥ and B∥ are the components of the SO field
perpendicular and parallel to Bext, respectively.
Figure 2(a) shows a set of spin-orbit field measurements

for θ ¼ ϕ ¼ 15∘ at several voltages. For samples A and B, ϕ
is varied from −45∘ to þ45∘. We orient k∥Bext to extract
the components of Bint parallel and perpendicular to k. The
drift velocity (vd) of the spin packet is determined for each
applied voltage from the pump-probe spatial separation (xc)
at the maximum overlap amplitude [Fig. 2(b)]. The SO field
components as a function of vd [Fig. 2(e)] are extracted from
the magnitude of B⊥ [Fig. 2(c)] and B∥ [Fig. 2(d)] evaluated
at xc. We find that the SO field is proportional to the electron
drift velocity and use this proportionality constant (κ) to
characterize the strength of the SO field. The magnitude
and direction of the spin-orbit field are plotted in Figs. 2(f)
and 2(g), respectively. Lines are fits to the total SO field
described by Eq. (1). The deviation from the expected curve
may be due to an additional strain axis arising from strain
relaxation as the epilayer is grown beyond the critical
thickness. This underscores the importance of directly
measuring the spin-orbit field for each momentum direction
for comparison with the magnitude of current-induced spin
polarization.
We describe current-induced spin polarization phenom-

enologically by assuming a spin-dependent relaxation rate:

Γ↓ð↑Þ ¼ Γþ ð−Þγ; (3)

where Γ is the average spin relaxation rate and γ represents
the difference in scattering rates between up and down
spins. By using the semiclassical Boltzmann transport
equation [13] assuming a steady-state conduction band
population, the time dependence of the spin polarization is
described as follows:

∂S⃗
∂t ¼ −Γ

↔
· S⃗þ Ω⃗ × S⃗þ γ⃗; (4)

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) InGaAs epilayer (blue) is etched into
cross patterns with four electrical contacts (orange) on the GaAs
substrate (gray). Kerr rotation measures the component of spin
polarization along the laser axis (ẑ). (b) Voltages applied to the
contacts determine the electron drift momentum k⃗, at angle ϕwith
respect to the [100] crystal direction. B⃗ext is oriented at angle θ by
rotating the cryostat. (c) Total SO field as a function of k⃗ from
SIA and BIA components with relative strength α=β ¼ 2 and
α > 0. (d) The SO field B⃗int makes an angle ξ with respect to the
external magnetic field B⃗ext. The steady-state in-plane spin
polarization S⃗xy is shifted from B⃗int by angle ζ. The measured
CISP is maximized when ζ þ ξ ¼ 90∘. We take γ⃗ ∥ B⃗int.
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where S⃗ represents the vector spin polarization, Ω⃗
the Larmor precession frequency given by Ω⃗ ¼ ðgμB=ℏÞ
ðB⃗ext þ B⃗intÞ, and γ⃗ the vector spin polarization generated
per unit time as a result of CISP. γ⃗ is expected to be
independent of S⃗ for small polarizations [6], and we take it
to align along Bint such that γ⃗ ¼ γ½cos ðξÞx̂0 þ sin ðξÞŷ0&
(i.e., γz ¼ 0), with the definition of a new primed basis with
x̂0∥Bext and ẑ0 ¼ ẑ.
The spin dephasing rate tensor is, in general, anisotropic

and obtained from the D’yakonov-Perel dephasing mecha-
nism [20]. It is described in the ½11̄0&, [110], and [001]
eigenbases by

Γ
↔

¼ 1

τ0ðυdÞ

0

B@
ð1þ rÞ2 0 0

0 ð1 − rÞ2 0

0 0 2ð1þ r2Þ

1

CA; (5)

where τ0ðυdÞ is the relaxation time in the absence of
uniaxial strain. If the SO field is well described by
Eq. (1) and the D’yakonov-Perel is the only dephasing
mechanism present, we expect r ¼ α=β. Solving Eq. (4) in
the absence of precession [22], we find that the steady-state
in-plane spin polarization (S⃗xy) is shifted from γ⃗ by an angle
ζ given by

ζ ¼ tan−1
!
2rðcos2ϕ − sin2ϕÞ

1 − r2

"
: (6)

We approximate the ẑ component of the spin polarization
by taking spins to align at a rate γ ¼ jγ⃗j along S⃗xy with an
effective dephasing time τ (such that jS⃗xyj ¼ γτ) and
precessing about the vector magnetic field. The measured
spin polarization in this case is described by [22]

Sz ¼ θel
Ωextτ þ Ωintτ

sin ðζÞ
sin ðζþξÞ

1þ ðΩtotτÞ2
; (7)

where θel ¼ Sxy sin ðζ þ ξÞ is the measured electrically
generated spin polarization and Ω2

tot ¼ Ω2
ext þΩ2

intþ
2ΩextΩint cos ðξÞ.
Kerr rotation of a linearly polarized probe beam tuned to

the low-energy side of the band edge (λ ¼ 851 nm) in the

(a) (b)

(c) (e)

(f) (g)

(d)

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Kerr rotation as a function of Bext at a
fixed pump-probe time delay for external voltages of 0 (black
squares), 1 (red circles), and 2V (blue triangles) fit to Eq. (2).
(b) The location of the spin packet center from the fit amplitude
(θop) gives the electron drift velocity as a function of voltage.
(c),(d) Components of the SO field perpendicular and parallel to
Bext as a function of pump-probe separation. (e) The slope (κ) of
Bint evaluated at the spin packet center is used to characterize the
strength of the SO field. (f),(g) The SO field coefficient (κ) and
direction (ξ) are measured as a function of the electron momen-
tum direction (ϕ) for samples A (black squares) and B (red
circles). In (a)–(e), the data set is taken from sample A for
θ ¼ ϕ ¼ 15∘. Voltage measurements are taken at linear spacings
between 0 (black) and 2 V (blue).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) CISP measurements at 0.2 (black
squares), 1 (red circles), and 2 V (blue triangles). The lines are fits
to Eq. (7). (b) The magnitude of the spin orientation per unit time
γ as a function of drift velocity for several k directions. The slope
η is used to characterize the CISP magnitude. (c) CISP amplitude
as a function of angle (ξ) between Bext and Bint for ϕ ¼ −45∘
(black squares), 0° (red circles), and þ45∘ (blue triangles) all
taken at an applied voltage of 2 V. Solid lines are fits to a sine
curve. θel is maximized when S⃗xy⊥Bext. The dashed red line is
the expected curve for ϕ ¼ 0∘ if S⃗xy∥γ⃗; it is shifted from the
experimental curve by ∼37∘. (d) Deviation (ζ) of in-plane spin
polarization (S⃗xy) from the CISP alignment vector (γ⃗) extracted
from measurements in (c) (red circles) and from fits to Eq. (7)
(black squares). The blue line is a curve expected from our model
given by Eq. (6).

PRL 112, 056601 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

7 FEBRUARY 2014

056601-3

Drift current by an applied electric field generates in-plane spin polarization
with rate γ.
An applied magnetic field generates an out-of-plane spin polarization measured
by the Kerr rotation angle θK
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Spin-orbit coupling: from vacuum to solids

Pauli Hamiltonian
Spin-orbit interaction arises in the
non-relativistic limit of the Dirac equation

Hso =
λ2

0

4
∇(eφ)× (−i∇) · σ,

λ0 = ~/mc ∼ 10−10cm ∼ 10−2Å
is the Compton wave length.

In a semiconductor the Dirac gap is
replaced by the gap Eg and the effective
Compton wave length can be several orders
of magnitude larger

λ2
0

4
≡ P2

3

[
1

E 2
g
− 1

(Eg + ∆so)2

]
λ2

0 = 5.4Å2 in GaAs

λ2
0 ∼ 120Å2 in InAs

The Kane model for semiconductors

k

E

J = 3/2

J = 1/2

martedì 24 gennaio 12

s orbitals

p orbitals

�

Eg

�so

The valence bands of the j = 3/2 multiplet
divide at k 6= 0 in the heavy and light hole
bands called HH and LH, respectively. The
j = 1/2 doublet is called the split off band.
In transport measurements only the HH and
LH are relevant.
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Extrinsic and intrinsic SOC in solids

In a solid, an electron feels the potential of the host lattice, of defects and
impurities and of that induced by the confinement due an artificial structure.
Potential from impurity enters the SOC Hamiltonian with the effective
Compton wave length and is regarded as extrinsic.
In the presence of time reversal symmetry, by Kramers theorem

E(k, ↑) = E(−k, ↓).

If the system has space inversion symmetry

E(k, ↓) = E(−k, ↓).

Spin degeneracy is then present when both symmetries are satisfied.
Intrinsic SOC arises from the periodic and/or confinement potential when
parity is lifted:

3D: lack of bulk inversion symmetry as in III-V semiconductors

2D: quantum wells heterostructures or interfaces

Hso = b(k) · σ
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The Rashba spin-orbit coupling model ( Sov. Phys. Solid State 2, 1109
(1960))

Emmanuel I. Rashba

(From Staff photo Matt Craig/Harvard
News Office)

In his own words
”In the late 1950s, we embarked with my
student Valentin Sheka on finding the
energy spectrum of uniaxial
non-centrosymmetric crystals of the CdS
type by group-theoretical methods, and
arrived at the relativistic part of the
Hamiltonian

Ĥso = α(σ × k) · ν.

This prediction was initially met with
scepticism, and my talk at the Landau
Seminar was interrupted by Vitaly L.
Ginzburg who exclaimed: ”Because the final
result is definitely wrong, there should be
some error there”. Landau’s immediate
response: ”Vitya, don’t you see what kind
of Hamiltonian he has?”settled the
problem.”
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The disordered Rashba model for the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)

Modern era of Rashba SOC

Spin degeneracy by time-reversal symmetry and
parity. Breaking the parity perpendicularly to the
2DEG
(Bychkov and Rashba, JETP Lett. 39, 78(1984); J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys. 17, 6093

(1984))

H =
p2

2m
+ α(pyσ

x − pxσ
y ) + V (r)

Disorder potential: 〈V (r)V (r′)〉 = niv
2
0 δ(r − r′)

Ec

Ev

z

2m� � �L�1
so

E(p)

p
pF+

pF�

x

z

y

z

x

z

px

py

E

giovedì 6 giugno 13

l = vF ⌧

(a)

✓

⇡ � ✓

✓

⇡ � ✓

giovedì 6 giugno 13

Random scatterers

Ec

Ev

z

2m� � �L�1
so

E(p)

p
pF+

pF�

x

z

y

z

x

z

px

py

E

giovedì 6 giugno 13
Spin relaxation

Dyakonov-Perel

Spin precession ω = 2αpF
Brownian motion in the
angle space

1

τDP
∼ 1

τ
(2αpF τ)2
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A little heuristic exercise with the Boltzmann equation

Boltzmann equation for f ≡ f (p, r, t)

∂t f +
p

m
· ∇rf − e

(
E +

p

m
× B

)
· ∇pf = I [f ]

Before the SU(2) case, look the U(1) gauge
invariance of the Boltzmann eq. with impurity
scattering (collision integral I [f ])

Gauge invariant Keldysh Green function

After defining

G̃(x , p) = −2πiδ(ε− εp + εF )f (p, r, t),

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ,
V µ = (1, p/m),

εp = p2/2m

Covariant relativistic notation

xµ = (t, r), xµ = (−t, r),

pµ = (ε, p), pµ = (−ε, p),

∂µ ≡ ∂

∂xµ
, ∂µ ≡

∂

∂xµ
,

∂µp ≡
∂

∂pµ
, ∂p,µ ≡

∂

∂pµ

Covariant form of Boltzmann eq.

V µ∂µG̃ + eV µFµν∂
µ
p G̃ = I [G̃ ]

Next step: generalize to SU(2)
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Heuristic derivation of the quantum kinetic equation for SU(2) symmetry

the covariant derivative

This is due to the non-abelian nature of
SU(2)

∂̃µG̃ = ∂µG̃ + i
[
eAµ, G̃

]
,

Aµ = (Φ,A) = Aµ,0σ0 + Aµ,a
σa

2

The Su(2) covariant form

V µ∂̃µG̃ +
1

2
Vµ
{
eFµν , ∂p,νG̃

}
= I [G̃ ]

Anticommutator needed for ordering of
operators
Gauge field appears via ∂̃µ and Fµν

Keldysh field theory calculation confirms
the above heuristic derivation
(for a recent review Raimondi et al. 2016)

the field strength

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + ie [Aµ,Aν ]

Note: the ”extra” commutator term is
present also for static and uniform fields

Components of the SU(2) vector
potential

By comparing with the Rashba
Hamiltonian

e(A)xy = −e(A)yx = 2mα,

eBz
z = −(2mα)2
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The way back from G̃ to f : the U(1) × SU(2) Boltzmann equation

Equation for the distribution function(
∂̃t +

p

m
· ∇̃r

)
f (p, r, t)− 1

2

{
e
(

E +
p

m
× B

)
· ∇p, f (p, r, t)

}
= I [f ]

I [f ] = −2π

∫
p′
niv

2
0 δ(εp − εp′)(f (p, r, t)− f (p′, r, t)).

The fields

E = −∂tA−∇rΦ + ie [Φ,A]

Bi =
1

2
εijkF

jk

F jk =
1

2
εijk (∂jAk − ∂kAj + i [Aj ,Ak ])

i , j , k = 1, . . . , d .

Note: both E and B are still two by two
matrices

Density and current matrices

ρ(r, t) =

∫
p

f (p, r, t), J(r, t) =

∫
p

p

m
f (p, r, t).

Continuity-like equation

∂̃tρ(r, t) + ∇̃r · J(r, t) = 0.

Note: non conservation of spin is ”hidden”
in the covariant derivative
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Separating the U(1) and SU(2) currents (in the diffusive approximation)

Number (Charge)

J0 = −σ0(µ)eE0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Drude

− σa(µ)

2
eEa︸ ︷︷ ︸

Charge-spin coupling

−D0(µ)∇rn︸ ︷︷ ︸
Diffusion

− 2Da(µ)
[
∇̃rS

]a
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Charge-spin diffusion

+
τ

m
eB0 × J0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Standard Hall

+
τ

m
eBa × Ja︸ ︷︷ ︸

Inverse Spin Hall coefficient

Spin

Ja = − σ0(µ)

4
eEa︸ ︷︷ ︸

Spin Drude

− σa(µ)

2
eE0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Charge-spin coupling

− 1

2
Da(µ)∇rn︸ ︷︷ ︸

Charge-spin diffusion

−D0(µ)
[
∇̃rS

]a
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Covariant diffusion

+
τ

m
eB0 × Ja︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hall of spin currents

+
τ

4m
eBa × J0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Spin Hall coefficient

.
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Application to the disordered Rashba 2DEG

DC Ex field

∂tS
y = − 2mαJz

y︸ ︷︷ ︸
Covariant derivative

Jz
y = 2mαDSy︸ ︷︷ ︸

Covariant diffusion

− mτα2Jx︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spin Hall coeffcient

= 2mαDSy︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vertex ladder diagram

+
e

8π

2τ

τDP
Ex︸ ︷︷ ︸

Bare bubble diagram

In the weak disorder limit (τDP → 2τ), the
”bubble” term tends to a universal value

σSHC =
e

8π

(Sinova et al. 2004)

Consequences

1 In the static and uniform limit
Jz
y = 0, i.e. the spin Hall conductivity

vanishes
(Raimondi and Schwab 2005, Mischchenko et al. 2004, Inoue et

al. 2004, Dimitrova 2005)

2 Spin density relaxes to the
field-dependent value required by
ISGE

∂tS
y = − 1

τDP
(Sy + eN0ατEx)

(Edelstein 1990, Aronov, Lyanda-Geller 1989; see also review by

Ganichev et al. 2016))

What happens with other sources of SOC?
Are they additive? Do they need to be
considered?
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Extrinsic SOC

Scattering amplitude in the presence of SOC

Spp′ = A + Bp̂× p̂′ · σ,

SBorn
p,p′ = Vp′−p′′

[
1− iλ2

0

4
p× p′ · σ

]
λ0 effective Compton wave length The density
matrix changes upon scattering
ρp → ρp′ = Spp′ρpS

∗
pp′

Various processes (Lifshits and Dyakonov 2009)

1 Standard scattering ∝ |A|2 + |B|2

2 Mott skew-scattering ∝ AB∗ + A∗B

3 Spin current swapping ∝ AB∗ − A∗B

4 Spin relaxation ∝ 2|B|2

Mott skew scattering

(Smit 1958)

θ

π − θ

θ

π − θ

Spin current swapping

(Lifshits and Dyakonov 2009)

v⃗

F⃗imp

B⃗impx

y

  

Side jump

(Berger 1970)

θ

π − θ

θ

π − θ
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Interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic SHE in the 2DEG

Effective Boltzmann equation up to order λ2
0

∂̃t fp + ∇̃R ·

 p

m
fp +

λ2
0

8τ
〈
{
σ × (p′ − p), fp′

}
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

from ISJ

− e

2

{(
E +

p

m
× B · ∇p

)
, fp
}

= −
1

τ

(
fp − 〈fp′ 〉

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Born

− (πv0N0)
λ2

0

4τ
〈
{

p′ × p · σ, fp′
}
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

Skew scattering

− i
λ2

0

4τ
〈
[
σ · p× p′, fp′

]
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

spin swapping

+
λ2

0

8τ
〈
({
∇̃r(σ × p′), fp′

}
−
{
∇̃r(σ × p), fp

})
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

from ISJ : to ensure that feq(εp) be a solution

fp = f (εp, p̂), fp′ = f (εp, p̂
′), elastic scattering

∇̃r ≡ ∇r − eE0∂εp + i [eA, . . . ] covariant derivative

〈. . . 〉 ≡
∫

dΩp′

Ω
. . . , integration over p̂′

When intrinsic SOC vanishes, one
recovers the extrinsic SOC results
Noziè and Lewiner J. Phys. 34, 901 (1973);Engel et al. PRL

95, 166605 (2005); Tse and Das Sarma PRL 96, 056601 (2006)
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When both intrinsic and extrinsic SOC: apparent paradox

Tse and Das Sarma PRB 74, 245309 (2006); Hankiewicz and Vignale PRL 100, 026602 (2008)

DC Ex field

∂tS
y = − 2mαJz

y︸ ︷︷ ︸
Covariant derivative

The current includes the s.j. correction

Jz
y = 2mαDSy︸ ︷︷ ︸

Anomalous diffusion

+
e

8π

2τ

τDP
Ex︸ ︷︷ ︸

Intrinsic

+ (σSHC
ss + σSHC

sj )Ex︸ ︷︷ ︸
Extrinsic

,

Consequences

1 In the static and uniform limit Jz
y = 0, i.e. the spin Hall conductivity

vanishes.

2 Non analytical behavior

lim
α→0

σSHC (α, λ0) 6= σSHC (0, λ0)

How to avoid it?
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Interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic SHE in the 2DEG

Effective Boltzmann equation up to order λ4
0

∂̃t fp + ∇̃R ·

 p

m
fp +

λ2
0

8τ
〈
{
σ × (p′ − p), fp′

}
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

from ISJ

− e

2

{(
E +

p

m
× B · ∇p

)
, fp
}

= −
1

τ

(
fp − 〈fp′ 〉

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Born

− (πv0N0)
λ2

0

4τ
〈
{

p′ × p · σ, fp′
}
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

Skew scattering

− i
λ2

0

4τ
〈
[
σ · p× p′, fp′

]
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

spin swapping

+
λ2

0

8τ
〈
({
∇̃r(σ × p′), fp′

}
−
{
∇̃r(σ × p), fp

})
〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

from ISJ : to ensure that feq(εp) be a solution

−
λ4

0

16
2πniv

2
0

∑
p′
δ(εp − εp′ )

[
fp − σz fp′σ

z
]
(p× p′)2

z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Elliott-Yafet spin relaxation ∝ |B|2

Raimondi and Schwab EPL 87, 37008; Raimondi et al. Ann. Phys. 524, 153 (2012); Shen et al. PRB 90, 245302 (2014)
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Solution of the paradox

1

τDP
= (2mα)2D

1

τEY
=

1

τ

(
λ0kF

2

)4

With no intrinsic SOC, the evaluation of
the spin Hall conductivity can be carried
out to order λ2

0, neglecting higher order
corrections. When intrinsic SOC is present,
it is important the relative size of the two
relaxation channels. One must considers
terms of order λ4

0, where extrinsic SOC spin
relaxation first occurs.

DC Ex field

∂tS
y = −2mαJz

y −
1

τEY
sy

Jz
y = 2mαDSy + (σSHC

int + σSHC
ext )Ex ,

σSHC
ext = σSHC

sj + σSHC
ss

Spin Hall and spin Galvanic effect

Jz
y =

1

1 + τEY /τDP
(σsH

int + σSHC
ext )Ex

sy = − 2mα

1/τEY + 1/τDP
(σSHC

int + σSHC
ext )Ex ,

No paradox: when α→ 0, τDP →∞ and
σSHC
int → 0
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Consequences

In the Rashba model for the 2DEG, the interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic
SOC is not additive and the strength of the SHE can be controlled by the
relative size of the SOC mechanisms
The SGE and ISGE is closely related to the SHE. Although the Rashba
SOC is still an essential ingredient, the interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic
SOC yields a value depending on total spin relaxation and SHE

Sy = −2mατsσ
SHC

More importantly, when also Dresselhaus is present, the induced spin
polarization is in general different from the direction of the internal
anisotropic (in momentum space) ”magnetic” field. This is compatible
with recent measurements in semiconducting thin films
Norman et al. PRL 112, 056601 (2014)

SGE, the charge current induced by a the injected spin polarization as in a
spin-pumping experiment, can seen a two-step process: 1) spin current is
created by the spin accumulation due to pumped spin current; 2) charge
current is created by ISHE; Jz

y = 2mαDτsJ
y
s ⇒ Jx = −γJz

y

λIEE = ατs
σSHC

e/8π
Shen et al. PRL 112, 096601 (2014); Rojas Sánchez et al. Nat. Commun. 4, 2944 (2013)
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Take-home messages again

1 Spin-charge conversion mechanisms in transport phenomena are studied in
a large variety of systems ranging from semiconductors (GaAs 2DEGs),
metals (FM/AgBi) and insulators (oxides interfaces LAO/STO). Optical
(Kerr and Faraday spectroscopies) and spin pumping (FMR) techniques are
used together with the standard electric-field induced excitation of carriers.

2 The general features of these phenomena can be understood by appealing
to symmetry arguments analyzing in particular time reversal and parity.
Spin degeneracy is a result of both symmetries. Internal magnetic fields
arise when parity is broken.

3 The microscopic mechanism responsible for spin-charge conversion is the
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and we talk today of Spin-orbitronics. SOC in
solid state systems manifests in a number of ways. Effective Compton
wave length up to three orders of magnitude bigger. Its description in the
two-dimensional electron gas can be formulated in an elegant way as an
effective SU(2) gauge theory formulation of the familiar Boltzmann
transport equation via non-equilibrium quantum field theory.
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